THRUSSINGTON NEIGBOURHOOD PLAN
WORKING PARTY NOTES
MEETING 7.30 Thurs. Mar 24th, 2016

Present:
Nich Stanyard

Tom Prior

Mark Thistlethwaite Suzan Rubins

Nigel Hainsworth
Eddie Guest (TPC)

Apologies:
Louise Newcombe

Patrick Rendall

Circulation: Above, Parish Councillors, Parish Clerk, Borough Councillor (J Poland)

Meeting held to generate further questions and clarification from consultants.
1. Consultants
Questions generated:
a. Could you clarify your approach to the composition of questions, collation of
data and analysis of results for a parish questionnaire?
b. Do you have, or can you access, contacts within appropriate utility
companies/statutory stakeholders? How would you support the group with
discussions with said parties?
c. What additional source of funding would you recommend, and when should we
apply, other than initial Locality grants? Could you clarify whether you
collaborate with grant applications?
d. Can you secure funding to cover all your costs and any expenses you require for
sub contracted parties (other than Parish Clerk)?
e. How many NPDs have you in process and what is their status?
f. Could you submit a cost breakdown for each stage? YL
g. How would you work with the group to obtain the information required for the
identification and production of policies and any other required documentation
to ensure they pass future scrutiny?
h. Could you clarify what expenses you would charge for? YL
i. Could you send us a copy / link to an existing NP/Evidence package? YL

j.

Have your draft consultation documents been effective in influencing planning
applications?

Ask to respond in time for next meeting of both NP group and Parish Council (19
April). MT
Ask P clerk to separate her expenses generated helping the NP group from normal
Parish Council expenditure for transparency. MT
2. Recommendation to PC
Dependent on responses and will discuss at next meeting.

NEXT MEETING: 10.30 SUNDAY 13th MARCH, 2016 AT THE VILLAGE HALL (TBC prior to
booking Hall)
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